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AI and CogSci Approaches to Commonsense Reasoning 
(partial overview)

Semantic Networks 
(Collins and Quillians, 1969)

Fuzzy Logic 
Zadeh, 1966

Frames  
(Minsky, 1975)

Scripts  
(Shank & Abelson,  

1977) Circumscription 
(Mc Carthy, 1980,86)

Default Logic 
Reiter (1980)

Newell Simon, GPS 
(1962)

…

Cognitive Heuristics

Machine-oriented Heuristics

Qualitative Repres. 
(Forbus, 1984)

Conceptual Spaces 
(Gärdenfors, 2000)



Cognitive AI/Computational CogSci



Functionalist vs Structuralist Models

Same input-out spec. and surface 
resemblance of the internal components 

and of their working mechanisms 
between artificial and natural system

Same input-out spec. + constrained 
resemblance of the internal components 

and of their working mechanisms 
between artificial and natural system

Functionalist Models Structuralist Models
continuum

Mechanistic
Explanation

Teleological 
Explanation

Functional
Explanation

Evolutionistic 
Explanation

IBE

Causal
Explanation



Northwest AGI Forum, April 28 2021

Lieto, 2021, Cognitive Design for Artificial Minds, Routledge (Taylor & Francis, UK).



Commonsense reasoning

Concerns all the type of non deductive (or non 
monotonic) inference:  

- induction 
- abduction 
- default reasoning   
- … 
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TYPICALITY



Compositionality

- COMPOSITIONALITY is an irrevocable trait of human 
cognition (Fodor and Pylyshyn, 88). 

- A crucial generative requirement 



Commonsense Compositionality

PET FISH Problem: Prototypes are not compositional (Osherson and Smith, 
1981). 

 

The resulting PET FISH concept is not merely composed by the additive inclusion 
of the typical features of the two composing concepts (i.e. PET and FISH). 

PET = {hasFur, Warm, not Lives-in Water… }

PET Fish = 
{Lives-in Water, not Warm,  

Red.. }

Fish = {Greyish, Lives-in Water, not Warm.. }



Levels of Representations

• Dual
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Lieto, Chella, Frixione, 2017. Conceptual Spaces for Cognitive Architectures: A
Lingua Franca for Different Levels of Representations, Biologically Inspired Cognitive Architectures.



Levels of Representations

• Dual
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Dual
PECCS

Typicality



Levels of Representations
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TCL

Commonsense
Compositionality



Typicality
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Prototypes and Prototypical Reasoning
• Categories based on prototypes (Rosh,1975)
• New items are compared to the prototype

atypical

typical

P



Exemplars and Exemplar-based Reasoning
• Categories as composed by a list of exemplars. New 

percepts are compared to known exemplars (not to 
Prototypes).



Conflicting Theories?

• Exemplars theory overcomes the Prototypes (it can 
explain so called OLD ITEM EFFECT).  

• Still in some situations prototypes are preferred in 
categorization tasks. 

Prototypes, Exemplars and other conceptua l 
representations (for the same concept) can co-exists 
and be activated in different contexts (Malt 1989).
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DUAL PECCS: DUAL- Prototype and Exemplars 
Conceptual Categorization System 

 

Lieto, Radicioni, Rho (IJCAI 2015, JETAI 2017)
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1) Multiple representations for the same concept 

2) On such diverse, but connected, representation are executed 
different types of reasoning (System 1/ System 2) to integrate. 

2 Cognitive Assumptions

Type 1 Processes  Type 2 Processes 

Automatic Controllable

Parallel, Fast Sequential, Slow

Pragmatic/contextualized
…

Logical/Abstract
…



Heterogeneous Proxytypes Hypothesis

The different proposals that have been advanced can be grouped in three main classes: a) fuzzy approaches, b) probabilistic and Bayesan approaches, c) approaches based on 
non-monotonic formalisms.

TIPICALITY

The diverse types of connected representations can coexist and point to 
the same conceptual entity. Each representation can be activated as a proxy 
(for the entire concept) from the long term memory to the working memory of 

a cognitive agent.

(Lieto, A. A Computational Framework for Concept Representation in Cognitive Systems and 
Architectures: Concepts as Heterogeneous Proxytypes, Proc. of BICA 2014)

CLASSICAL



Ex. Heterogeneous Proxytypes at work

The different proposals that have been advanced can be grouped in three main classes: a) fuzzy approaches, b) probabilistic and Bayesan approaches, c) approaches based on 
non-monotonic formalisms.
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for a given concept can be represented by adopting differ-
ent computational frameworks: i) from a symbolic perspec-
tive, prototypical representations can be encoded in terms
of frames [Minsky, 1975] or semantic networks [Quillian,
1968]; ii) from a conceptual space perspective, prototypes can
be geometrically represented as centroids of a convex region
(more on this aspect later); iii) from a sub-symbolic perspec-
tive, the prototypical knowledge concerning a concept can, on
the other hand, be represented as reinforced patterns of con-
nections in Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs). Similarly,
for the exemplars-based body of knowledge, both symbolic
and conceptual space representations can be used, as well as
the sub-symbolic paradigm. In particular, exemplars can be
represented as instances of a concept in symbolic systems,
as points in a geometrical conceptual space, or as a partic-
ular (local) pattern of activation in a ANN. Finally, also for
the classical body of knowledge it is –at least in principle–,
possible to use the same frameworks. However, this seems
to be a case where symbolic and conceptual levels are more
appropriate w.r.t. the sub-symbolic one.

Summing up, all the different types of conceptual repre-
sentations can be implemented in cognitive artificial systems
and architectures. In addition, different computational mech-
anisms for “proxyfying” conceptual representations can be
applied. In the next Section we illustrate and discuss the rep-
resentational levels and the associated computational frame-
works we adopted for each type of body of knowledge.

3 The DUAL-PECCS System
As mentioned, the DUAL-PECCS relies on the heteroge-
neous proxytypes approach and on the dual process theory.
It is equipped with a hybrid knowledge base composed of
heterogeneous representations of the same conceptual enti-
ties: that is, the hybrid knowledge base includes prototypes,
exemplars and classical representations for the same concept.
Both prototypes and exemplars are represented at the con-
ceptual level (see Section 3.1), while classical information is
represented through standard symbolic formalisms (i.e., by
means of a formal ontology).

The retrieval of such representations is driven by different
process types. In particular, prototype and exemplar-based re-
trieval is based on a fast and approximate kind of categoriza-
tion, and benefits from common-sense information associated
to concepts. On the other hand, the retrieval of the classical
representation of concepts is featured by explicit rule follow-
ing, and makes no use of common-sense information. These
two differing categorization strategies have been widely stud-
ied in psychology of reasoning in the frame of the dual pro-
cess theory, that postulates the co-existence of two differ-
ent types of cognitive systems [Evans and Frankish, 2009;
Kahneman, 2011]. The systems of the first type (type 1) are
phylogenetically older, unconscious, automatic, associative,
parallel and fast. The systems of the second type (type 2) are
more recent, conscious, sequential and slow, and featured by
explicit rule following. We assume that both systems can be
composed in their turn by many sub-systems and processes.
According to the hypotheses in [Frixione and Lieto, 2012;
Frixione and Lieto, 2014], the conceptual representation of

is-a: feline
color: yellow
hasPart: fur
hasPart: tail
hasPart: stripes

... 

conceptual space 
representation

concept Tiger

Kingdom: Animalia
Class: Mammalia
Order: Carnivora
Genus: Panthera
Species: P. tigris

prototype of Tiger exemplars of Tiger

white-tiger
is-a: feline
color: white
hasPart: fur
hasPart: tail
hasPart: stripes
... 

...

ontological 
representation

classical information

Typicality-based 
knowledge

Classical 
knowledge

Hybrid Knowledge Base

Figure 1: Heterogeneous representation of the tiger concept

our system includes two main sorts of components, based on
these two sorts of processes. Type 1 processes have been de-
signed to deal with prototypes- and exemplar-based retrieval,
while Type 2 processes have been designed to deal with de-
ductive inference.

The two sorts of system processes interact (Algorithm 1),
since Type 1 processes are executed first and their results are
then refined by Type 2 processes. In the implemented sys-
tem the typical representational and reasoning functions are
assigned to the System 1 (hereafter S1), which executes pro-
cesses of Type 1, and are associated to the Conceptual Spaces
framework [Gärdenfors, 2000; Gärdenfors, 2014]. On the
other hand, the classical representational and reasoning func-
tions are assigned to the System 2 (hereafter S2) to execute
processes of Type 2, and are associated to a standard ontolog-
ical representation.

Figure 1 shows the heterogeneous representation for the
concept tiger, with prototypical and exemplar-based repre-
sentations semantically pointing to the same conceptual en-
tity. In this example, the exemplar and prototype-based rep-
resentations make use of non classical information. Namely,
the prototypical representation grasps information such as
that tigers are wild animals, their fur has yellow and black
stripes, etc.; the exemplar-based representations grasp infor-
mation on individuals (such as white-tiger, which is a partic-
ular tiger with white fur). Both sorts of representations acti-
vate Type 1 processes. On the other hand, the classical body
of knowledge is filled with necessary and sufficient informa-
tion to characterize the concept (representing, for example,
the taxonomic information that a tiger is a mammal and a
carnivore), and activates Type 2 processes.

In the following we introduce the two representational and
reasoning frameworks used in our system, by focusing i) on
how typicality information (including both prototypes and ex-
emplars) and their corresponding non monotonic reasoning
procedures can be encoded through conceptual spaces; and
ii) on how classical information can be naturally encoded in
terms of formal ontologies.

Co-referring representational Structures via Wordnet 

Lieto, A., Radicioni, D. P., & Rho, V. (2017). Dual PECCS: a cognitive system for conceptual 
representation and categorization. Journal of Experimental & Theoretical Artificial Intelligence, 
29(2), 433-452.
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for a given concept can be represented by adopting differ-
ent computational frameworks: i) from a symbolic perspec-
tive, prototypical representations can be encoded in terms
of frames [Minsky, 1975] or semantic networks [Quillian,
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It is equipped with a hybrid knowledge base composed of
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our system includes two main sorts of components, based on
these two sorts of processes. Type 1 processes have been de-
signed to deal with prototypes- and exemplar-based retrieval,
while Type 2 processes have been designed to deal with de-
ductive inference.

The two sorts of system processes interact (Algorithm 1),
since Type 1 processes are executed first and their results are
then refined by Type 2 processes. In the implemented sys-
tem the typical representational and reasoning functions are
assigned to the System 1 (hereafter S1), which executes pro-
cesses of Type 1, and are associated to the Conceptual Spaces
framework [Gärdenfors, 2000; Gärdenfors, 2014]. On the
other hand, the classical representational and reasoning func-
tions are assigned to the System 2 (hereafter S2) to execute
processes of Type 2, and are associated to a standard ontolog-
ical representation.

Figure 1 shows the heterogeneous representation for the
concept tiger, with prototypical and exemplar-based repre-
sentations semantically pointing to the same conceptual en-
tity. In this example, the exemplar and prototype-based rep-
resentations make use of non classical information. Namely,
the prototypical representation grasps information such as
that tigers are wild animals, their fur has yellow and black
stripes, etc.; the exemplar-based representations grasp infor-
mation on individuals (such as white-tiger, which is a partic-
ular tiger with white fur). Both sorts of representations acti-
vate Type 1 processes. On the other hand, the classical body
of knowledge is filled with necessary and sufficient informa-
tion to characterize the concept (representing, for example,
the taxonomic information that a tiger is a mammal and a
carnivore), and activates Type 2 processes.

In the following we introduce the two representational and
reasoning frameworks used in our system, by focusing i) on
how typicality information (including both prototypes and ex-
emplars) and their corresponding non monotonic reasoning
procedures can be encoded through conceptual spaces; and
ii) on how classical information can be naturally encoded in
terms of formal ontologies.

Co-referring representational Structures via Wordnet 

Lieto, A., Mensa,  E,, Radicioni,  D., 2016. A resource-driven approach for anchoring linguistic resources to 
conceptual spaces. In Conference of the Italian Association for Artificial Intelligence (pp. 435-449). Springer, Cham.



S1/S2 Categorization Algorithms
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Overview

NL Description
-The big fish eating plankton

Typical 
Representations

IE step and 
mapping

List of Concepts : 
-Whale 0.1 
-Shark   0.5 
-… 
       

Output S1 
(Prototype or 
Exemplar)

Check on S2

Ontological Repr. 

-Whale NOT Fish 
-Whale Shark  OK 
       

Output S2 (CYC)

Output S1 + S2 

Whale 
Whale Shark



DEMO https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1KtnAWyxj-8  
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1KtnAWyxj-8


http://dualpeccs.di.unito.it

http://dualpeccs.di.unito.it


Evaluation

  
The different proposals that have been advanced can be grouped in three main classes: a) fuzzy approaches, b) probabilistic and Bayesan approaches, c) approaches based on non-monotonic 

formalisms.

Gold standard of 112 common sense linguistic descriptions provided by a 
team of linguists, philosophers and neuroscientists interested in the neural 
basis of lexical processing (FMRI) and tested on 45 humans. 

For each description recorded the human answers for the categorization 
task. 

Stimulus Expected 
Concept

Expected Proxy-
Representation

Type of Proxy-
Representation

… … … …

The primate 
with red nose

Monkey Mandrill EX

The feline with 
black fur that 
hunts mice

Cat Black cat EX

The big feline 
with yellow fur 
and black 

Tiger Prototypical 
Tiger

PR
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• Two evaluation metrics have been devised: 
- Concept Categorization Accuracy: estimating how often the 

correct concept has been retrieved; 
- Proxyfication Accuracy: how often the correct concept has 

been retrieved AND the expected representation has been 
retrieved, as well.

Accuracy Metrics



Commonsense 
Compositionality
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TCL

A non monotonic Description Logic of typicality (TCL), for typicality-based 
concept combination based on 3 ingredients

• Description Logics with Typicality (ALC + T)
• Probabilities and Distributed Semantics (Disponte)
• Heuristics from Cognitive Semantics (HEAD-MODIFER)

Lieto & Pozzato, "A Description Logic Framework for Commonsense Conceptual Combination 
Integrating Typicality, Probabilities and Cognitive Heuristics", in Journal of Experimental & 
Theoretical Artificial Intelligence, 32 (5), 769-804, 2020. https://arxiv.org/pdf/1811.02366.pdf 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1811.02366.pdf


Typicality + Distributed Semantics

 

We extended the ALC+T Logic with typicality inclusions equipped by real 
numbers representing probabilities/degrees of belief.

We adopted the DISPONTE semantics (Riguzzi et al 2015) restricted to 
typicality inclusions:

extension of ALC  by inclusions p  :: T (C ) ⊑ D

epistemic interpretation: “we believe p that typical Cs are Ds”

The result of this integration allowed us to reason on typical probabilistic 
scenarios

31



Cognitive Heuristics

Heuristics from cognitive semantics for the identification of plausible 
mechanisms for blocking-inheritance. 

HEAD-MODIFIER heuristics (Hampton, 2011):

- HEAD: stronger element of the combination 
- MODIFIER weaker element

where C ⊑ CH ⊓ CM

The compound concept C as the combination of the HEAD (CH) and the 
MODIFIER (CM)



(TCL) at work - Pipeline
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1. KB with real data 2.Probabilistic
Scenarios 3. Selection of the most 

appropriate scenarios

in TCL  we assume a hybrid KB (Rigid and Typical Roles)



Applications

• ò

- Computational Creativity 
- Characters Generation 

- Novel Genre Generation 
- Recommender Systems 
(Chiodino et al, ECAI 2020) 

with 
Centro Ricerche RAI

Cognitive modelling
Linda problem; Lieto & Pozzato, JETAI 20)



Goal oriented Knowledge Generation

Definition 1. Given a knowledge base K in the logic T
CL

, let G be a set of concepts {D1, 
D2, . . . , Dn} called goal.  

G = {Property1, Property2, Property3…}. 

We say that a concept C is a solution to the goal G if either: 

– for all Di ∈ G, either K |= C ⊑ D or K0 |= T(C) ⊑ D in the logic T
CL 

or: 

– C corresponds to the combination of at least two concepts C1 and C2 occurring in K, 
i.e. 

C ≡ C1 ⊓ C2, and the C-revised knowledge base Kc provided by the logic T
CL 

is such that, 
for all Di ∈ G, either Kc |= C ⊑ D or Kc |= T(C) ⊑ D in T

CL 



Concept composition

We tested our system on a task of concept composition for a KB of 
objects. 

GOALS

KB TCL 



G = {Object, Graspable, Launching objects at distance}
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Evaluation (30 subjects) 



SOAR Integration

Lieto et al. 2019, Cognitive Systems Research, Beyond Subgoaling, A dynamic knowledge generation framework 
for creative problem solving in cognitive architectures.



Minimal Cognitive Grid
“a non subjective, graded, evaluation framework allowing both 
quantitative and qualitative analysis about the cognitive adequacy 
and the human-like performances of artificial systems in both single 
and multi-tasking settings.” (Lieto, 2021) 

Functional/Structural Ratio  
Generality  
Performance match (including errors and psychometric measures) 

Functionalist Models Structuralist Models
Dual 
Peccs

TCL



Upshots
• I have shown two different types of systems addressing, at different 

levels of representation, some crucial requirements of commonsense 
reasoning

• Such systems rely on the assumption that artificial cognitive agents 
should address different problems at the most convenient level and 
provide a way to foster the integration of such levels (non ad-hoc)

• A possibile integration can be obtained by relying on external linguistic 
resources like Wordnet (possibile extension also to visual tasks/modules)

• Functional and structural models of cognition have a different 
explanatory power (aspect to take into account when attributing cognitive 
faculties to a simulation)
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